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Answer: D,E
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NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
The voice class uses 200 Mb of bandwidth and the signaling
class uses 50 Mb of bandwidth. What happens to the unused
bandwidth?
A. It is reserved for the signaling class.
B. It is shared by other classes.
C. It is used by the video class.
D. It is reserved for the voice class.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements about multipart upload of
object storage service are correct? (Multiple Choice)
A. After initiating a multipart upload task, you can cancel it.
B. For a large object, or the object that needs to be uploaded
for several times, you can use multipart upload to complete the
upload.
C. All uploaded parts are combined into one or more objects.
The size of a combined object is not greater than 5 TB.
D. The object storage service (compatible with Amazon S3 APIs)
limits the size of a single uploaded object to 5 GB.
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which option describes the purpose of configuring switch peer
groups?
A. enforces RF profiles
B. restricts roaming traffic to certain switches
C. allows template based configuration changes
D. enables location services
Answer: B

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference
https://supportforums.cisco.com/blog/11939206/converged-accessmobilitynew-mobilityarchitecture-wlc-5500-and-ngwc-5760-and-3850
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